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The fees for the tests also went up considerably.And in
2104, the Kuwaiti government opened an investigation
into the reasons why local authorities selected only two
clinics each in Jordan and Egypt where workers can under-
go medical tests necessary to issue a Kuwaiti visa. In
Jordan, Kuwait used to have an agreement with 10 clinics

around the kingdom, where a medical test could be taken
for a fee equivalent to KD 30. But that was changed, with
the number of certified clinics narrowed to only two, each
of which charges 600 Jordanian dinars (KD 230) per trans-
action. Sources who spoke on the condition of anonymity
added that the investigation included Egypt, “where the
same thing happened three years ago and no action has
been taken since then”. (Kuwait Times report)

Row over medical tests for Kuwait visa...
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The International Olympic Committee (IOC) suspended
Kuwait in Oct 2015, accusing the government of interfer-
ence in its national Olympic Committee. 

Deputy Director General of the Public Authority for

Sports Humoud Flaiteh said this is an unprecedented
achievement by the Shooting Sport Club, as the club is
working with a highly efficient system according to a plan
backed by the authority. He said Kuwait will open a new
page with all international organizations after the elec-
tions on Oct 22.

Rashidi returns to rousing welcome
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Although the law in the United Arab Emirates
includes capital punishment, executions are rare in the
Muslim Gulf country, where death sentences are typical-
ly commuted to life in prison.

But the country in July last year put to death by a fir-
ing squad an Emirati woman convicted of the jihadist-
inspired murder of a US school teacher in a shopping
mall toilet. And in a case similar to that of “Obaida’s
killer”, Dubai in 2011 executed an Emirati man found
guilty of raping and murdering a four-year-old Pakistani
boy in a mosque.—  AFP 

Dubai hands death sentence to child...
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No other athlete - man or woman - has ever won
three consecutive individual Olympic sprint titles. It also
leaves Bolt on track to complete an incredible “triple-
triple” of clinching 100m, 200m and 4x100m relay titles
for a third consecutive Olympics. “Somebody said I can
become immortal. Two more medals to go and I can sign
off. Immortal,” Bolt added.

Bolt, the 2008 and 2012 Olympic champion, had
already earned the right to be regarded as the great-
est sprinter in the history of athletics after accumu-
lating more golds on the track than anyone else. But
the Jamaican’s latest triumph erases any lingering
doubts that he deserves to be ranked alongside the
likes of Muhammad Ali, Pele and Michael Jordan as
the kind of once-in-a-generation athlete who tran-
scend their sports. 

Bolt’s win - his 18th gold in Olympic and World
Championships since 2008 - averted what might have
been a public relations disaster for the drug-tarnished
world of track and field. A corruption scandal involving
the sport’s former rulers, who were accused of accepting
bribes to cover up positive drug tests, and an investiga-
tion which alleged an elaborate state-sponsored doping
system in Russia have plunged track and field into the
worst crisis in its history. 

A gold medal for Gatlin on Sunday would have
made uncomfortable viewing for many - world athlet-
ics chief Sebastian Coe among them - who have advo-
cated that serial doping offenders should be banned
for life. But those fears were swept away by the smiling,
laughing figure of Bolt, for so long the sport’s most
charismatic showman. Gatlin, who has served two drug
bans during his long career, made a powerful start to
lead over the first 50 m. But as soon as Bolt’s head came
around the midpoint the American was in trouble and
the defending champion surged home around a metre
clear of the field.

Bolt later said he was dismayed by the reception giv-
en to Gatlin. “I was surprised by it - it was shocking the
first time I heard booing in a stadium. However I just
focused on my job and got it done,” Bolt said. Gatlin
meanwhile put a brave face on his defeat - the eighth
out of nine meetings with Bolt. “At the age of 34, to race

these young guys and still make the podium feels so
good,” said Gatlin, who would have become the oldest
Olympic 100m champion in history had he won. “We
work 365 days a year to be here for nine seconds,” the
2004 gold medalist added.

Meanwhile, Kenyan-born Ruth Jebet produced an
astonishing piece of front running to win Bahrain’s first
Olympic gold when she claimed the women’s 3,000m
steeplechase yesterday. Jebet timed an Asian record of
8min 59.75sec, missing out on the world record by less
than a second. Reigning world champion Hyvin Kiyeng
Jepkemoi of Kenya took silver in 9:07.12, with American
Emma Coburn claiming bronze (9:07.63). “I’m happy to
be a gold medalist, it was my first attempt to have a
medal and I’m happy,” said Jebet. “Today it was too hot
for the athletes, it was not easy to run a good time but I
tried my best and the track is good. Yesterday I saw the
new record in the 400m (by Wayde van Niekerk) and in
the 10,000m also a new world record so I thought why
not a world record for me.”

Jebet said Bahraini team officials had been confident
she could medal. “It’s the first gold medal for Bahrain,”
she said. “They saw how I ran in the Diamond League
and how I did there, and they told me when I was com-
ing that ‘we’re sure of you, you’re going to have a medal’.”
US champion Coburn set the early pace before Jebet,
who transferred her allegiance to Bahrain from her
native Kenya in Feb 2013, surged with five laps to run of
the seven-and-a-half lap race.

As temperatures hit 35 degrees Celsius, her pace
immediately split the field, Jepkemoi and fellow Kenyan
Beatrice Chepkoech just about staying in touch, with
Coburn in fourth. Jebet, the former world junior champi-
on who is the second-fastest woman ever and only the
second to run the event in less than nine minutes, main-
tained her punishing pace as the bell rang for the final
lap. Chepkoech fell off as Coburn moved up in her own
battle for silver with Jepkemoi.

Ahead of them, Jebet pushed for Russian Gulnara
Galkina’s world record of 8:58.81, just failing in her quest
as she landed the Gulf state of Bahrain its first Olympic
gold. Bahrain’s Morocco-born Rashid Ramzi was initially
awarded gold in the men’s 1500m at the 2008 Beijing
Olympics, but he was stripped of that after testing posi-
tive for doping.  — Agencies

‘Lightning’ strikes thrice as Bolt wins
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Akonjee was carrying $1,000 in cash with him at the
time of the attack but the money was not taken, the
New York Times reported, suggesting robbery may not
have been a motive.

Police released a sketch of a male suspect with dark
hair, a beard, glasses, and of medium complexion. He
appeared to be in his 30s or 40s. NBC reported the man
being questioned matched the description. Witnesses
saw the assailant, dressed in a dark shirt and blue
shorts, fleeing with a gun in his hand, police said.

Surveillance footage showed the suspect following the
victims. The shooting appeared to be the most violent
attack against local Muslim leaders in recent years, said
Ibrahim Hooper, national communications director for
the Council on American-Islamic Relations (CAIR), a civil
rights and advocacy group.

CAIR has offered a $10,000 reward for information
leading to the arrest and conviction of the shooter.
Hooper said he could recall incidents in which an imam
was pushed, called names or otherwise harassed.
“Things like that, but nothing of this nature, nothing
where people were killed,” he said.— Reuters 

NYPD questions man in killing of imam 

A man pilots a boat in front of the St John Kaneo Church on Lake Ohrid on Sunday. — AFP 

CAIRO: Shouting to make himself heard from the soundproof glass
dock during a break in his trial, Egyptian photographer Mahmoud
Abdel Shakour said he feels he has been “forgotten” in prison. Three
years ago, Abdel Shakour - known as Shawkan - had been covering the
police dispersal of an Islamist protest camp in Cairo when he was
arrested, and he has been in jail ever since. August 14, 2013 was the
bloodiest day in Egypt’s modern history, and one of the deadliest in
the region since the 2011 Arab Spring uprisings.

Hundreds of Islamists supporting ousted president Mohamed
Morsi, toppled by the military in July that year, were mowed down by
police in clashes. About 10 policemen were killed. Three years later,
thousands of Islamists remain in prison after a wide-ranging crack-
down that has extended to leftists and even journalists like Shawkan.
Shawkan had been photographing the carnage that day for the
Demotix photo agency when he was arrested. Three journalists,
including Sky News cameraman Michael Deane, were shot dead in
the violence.

The photographer spent months in pre-trial detention before he
was put on trial along with hundreds of other defendants over the
protest. “I feel like I’ve been forgotten in prison,” Shawkan, 29, told an
AFP reporter during a break at a recent court session, yelling through
the glass barrier to make himself heard. “I feel despair, and powerless.
Time is flying by while I’m in jail.” He is imprisoned in a poorly ventilat-
ed cell which becomes scorching hot in summer. “My hope diminishes
every day,” he said, adding that he missed being able to look at the sky.

Sitting on his bed back home, next to a framed picture of her son,
Shawkan’s mother Reda Mahrous said she has trouble getting to sleep.
“I feel oppression and injustice,” she said, wearing a green bracelet that
her son made her in prison. “Every day I make his bed, and wait for a

knock on the door to see him before me. But it never happens.”
Shawkan and his 738 co-defendants are accused of involvement in

the killings of policemen and resisting the authorities during the
protest dispersal. If convicted, they will face the death penalty. “There
is no evidence against him. To the contrary, there is evidence proving
he was working as a freelance photographer,” said his lawyer Karim
Abdel Rady. The photographer has won two awards this year, including
one from the Committee to Protect Journalists. “I wanted to be happy
but I couldn’t. Give me my freedom and take the prize,” Shawkan said.
He suffers from Hepatitis C, which is common in Egypt, and his family
says he needs treatment that is not available in prison.

Shawkan was detained as part of a crackdown against Egyptian
journalists, rights activists say. His co-defendant Abdullah Elshamy, a
journalist with Qatar-based satellite broadcaster Al-Jazeera, was
released and left the country after a long hunger strike. Rights groups
say President Abdel Fattah Al-Sisi’s government has tried to repress all
opposition since the former army chief led the overthrow of Morsi.
Fears of restrictions on press freedoms heightened after the head of
the Journalists’ Syndicate and two aides were put on trial for harboring
wanted men - including a reporter - in the union’s headquarters. They
had been sought by police for alleged involvement in April protests
against a deal to give Saudi Arabia two islands.

“It’s the worst era for someone to be a journalist in Egypt,” said
Sherif Mansour, with the New York-based Committee to Protect
Journalists. Egypt provoked international condemnation when it
arrested three Al-Jazeera reporters, including an Australian and a
Canadian, in late 2013 and put them on trial. They were sentenced to
jail terms but were later pardoned by Sisi after a lengthy international
campaign, and have since left the country. — AFP 

Jailed Egypt photographer 
says he’s been ‘forgotten’

CAIRO: Egyptian photographer Mahmoud Abdel Shakour, known as Shawkan, ges-
tures from inside a soundproof glass dock during his trial in the capital on Aug 9,
2016.—  AFP 


